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Abstract. Embedding sets as a datastructure into resolution-based educ:: 7~3 yr;qrires a unification 
algorithm respecting associativity, commutativity and idempotence c. : e- :. ::o ?structor function 
union. We shall present such an algorithm and prove its correctness a~\: ;:iz.-ination. Although 
this algorithm is very simple, the enormous proliferation of unifiers restricts its value to theoretical 
considerations. For practical purposes, the more specia’ ., unitary theory of boolean expressions 
seems to be better suited. 
Introduction 
Unification in commutative semigroups (AC-unification) as it stands now can be 
considered as a theoretically mature and practically relevant unification theory [3,9]. 
Applications to automatic theorem proving, term-rewrite systems, and logic program- 
ming are in progress. One of the first papers on AC-unification [lo] also touches 
unification in commutative, idempotent semigroups ( ACI-unification) and suggests 
a trra!~&-+-:vhich parallels the work on AC-unification. This however, turned out 
to be quite difficult. 
The notions of ACI-unification and unification of sets refer to equivalent struc- 
tures. Namely in a free term algebra built of variables, constants, and a binary 
function symbol we consider the following congruence relation: terms which differ 
in a number of associative, commutative and idempotent manipulations are collected 
in a congruence class. The set defined by the (different) leaves of a term can be 
identified with the congruence class ccntaining this term. Since sets are particular 
multisets, the unification of two sets can be considered as a special AC-unification 
problem. One requires the main result of ACunification to show that a most ge 
AC-unifier is also a most general itional 
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which do not arise this way. In [4] the second author presented an AC 
algorithm using a categorical transfer from free commutative monoids to free 
idempotent commutative monoids. When representing substitutions as matrices, 
methods of linear algebra could be applied. However, due to the omission of some 
special cases the set of unifiers described in [4] was not complete. 
aking use of the basic ideas in [4] the first author showed how to find a minimal 
complete set of unifiers. The proof presented in this paper is purely combinatorial, 
unifiers are still represented as matrices but the matrices merely serve as two- 
dimensional arrays. The minimal complete set of unifiers is always finite but, in 
general, too large to be of practical relevance. Thus turning from commutative 
idempotent monoids to the unitary theory of boolean rings [S] has interesting 
theoretical as well as practical implications. Finally, the class of idempotent commu- 
tative monoids is the only nontrivial variety of idempotent monoids which is defined 
by a finitary theory (see [2]). 
The terminology of this paper is the usual one. The reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the concept of unification under theories as presented in [HJ. 
1. Unification in equational theories 
Let E be a set of equations and =E the equality of terms induced by E. A 
substitution 9 is called an E-unifier of the pair of terms S, t iff ~9 = &. The set of 
all E-unifiers of s and t is denoted by U& (s, t ). Given two terms S, t, the E-unijicution 
proMem for S, t is the question whether or not U& (s, t) = 0. 
Let S, t be E-unifiable, i.e., U&(S, t) # @. We define a quasi-ordering GE on 
U&(s, 0 by 
a1 =S & - there exists a substitution A such that x@, = E~@z h for all 
variables x occurring in s or t. 
We write 9, =& iff X& =EX8z for all variables occurring in s Or t. 
set of mos rul E-un@ers pUZE(s, t) for terms s, t is defined by 
) BUSES (correctness); 
(2) for all 8 E U& there exists a u E PUZE such that $3 s En (completeness); 
a2 in pU&a, < @2 implies WI = 0-2 (minimality). 
s, given terms s, t interpreted under a theory E, we are interested 
in a “minimal” set of unifier of s, t from which all unifiers can be derived. 
In this paper we shall discuss idempotent commutative monoids, i.e., we consider 
a binary operation +, a special constant 0 and terms over countable sets V (of 
les) and C (of constants). These algebraic structures are specified by the 
following set of equations: 
:={x+O=O+x=x,x+y=y+x,x+(y+z)=(x+y)+z,x+x=x}. 
ere, for a term u, we sef. 
us instead of terms, we consider finite subsets 
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of Vu C. + is replaced by the set-union, 0 by the empty set and we simply write 
=, s for =Aci, SACi. 
We shall show that a finite-though in general rather large-set 
exists and may be effectively computed. 
2. The ACI-unification problem 
Let V, C be countable sets (of variables and constants) and II&( Vu C) be the 
set of all finite subsets of Vu C In this context a substitution 6 is a mapping from 
Vu C into IF&( Vu C) such that its “domain”, 9D := {x ; x9 # (x}}, is a finite subset 
of K 9 is extended homomorphically to lP&,( Vu C) by 03 = 0, (a}8 = a9 for 
a~ VuC and (AuB)6=A6uB@ for any A,BEP~~(VUC). In the following, 
let A, B be finite subsets of Vu C. Unifiers of A, B are substitutions 9 such that 
A9 = B9. Without loss of generality we assume 9D = (A u B) n V and 9R n 9D = 0 
where 9R := (A u B)iY is called the “range” of 9. 
Now, for fixed sets A, B we define sets 
V$=(Au B)n V, C,-,:=(AuB)nC, 
V, := (A\ B) n V, C, := (A\B) n C, 
V, := (B\A) n V, Cz := (B\A) n C, 
V3:=An Bn V, C3:=AnBnC. 
The unification problem for A, B can be solved in terms of vl,, Ci. In particular, 
using these sets we can easily decide the unification problem for A, B. 
Proposition 2.1. There are only two cases in which A, B are not un@iable: 
(1) V,u V3=0 and C,#@, 
(2) V,u V3=fJ and C,#@ 
The proof is easy and therefore omitted. In the sequel we assume that A, B are 
unifiable sets. Let 8 be a substitution. Given some fixed ordering of N? and Vo, 9 
may be described by a 1 1 x 1 V&ma& with entries 0 or 1 as follows: the entry 
defined by the column corresponding ts x E V. and the row corresponding to y E 
will be set to 1 iff y E x9 and to 0 otherwise. 
. Let A = {a, x} and = { 6, y} where x, y E 
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Then the substitution 9 defined by x9 = {c, b}, y6 = {c, u} for c E C is a unifier of 
A, B and may be described by the matrix 
3. The computation of pU&,(A, B) 
First note that we may confine ourselves to unifiers which do not introduce new 
constants. 
mma 3.1. Let 9 k a unifier of A, B. Then there exists a unijier (r such that 6 6 a 
anduRnC=CO. 
The easy proof is exemplified for Example 2.2. Here we may take xu = {z, b}, 
yc~ = {z, a} where z e V. CT is a unifier and h-with ZA = (c)-yields 8 = u Q A. 
Let 6 be a substitution such that 8D = V,-,, 8R n VO = p) and 8R n C = Co. We 
assign a set of types to each element 6 of 8R. 
efinition 3.2. (1) TY (6) = {(y, z) E V, x V, u VI x V, u V, x V, ; 6 E y6 n 26) if this 
set is not empty; 
(2) Tti( 6) = {y E Vb; b E y6) otherwise. 
The type T*(b) can be computed from the matrix associated with 8 by considering 
the row corresponding to h Note that in case 2 of the definition we have T,(b) c V;- 
for some i E { 1,2,3}. For x E 8R n V we have T8(x) # 0 while constants may have 
an empty set of types. 
We now characterize the unifiers 9 of A, B by restricting their types Ts. 
.3. 6 is a unifier cf A, B iff the following holds: 
(1) For each x E 6R n V the type T,(x) is neither a subset of V, nw of Vz l 
(2) For each c E Cl, T,(c) is not contained in V,. 
(3) For each CE C,, T,(c) is not contained in V,. 
Let 6 be a unifier of A, T,(x) c V, for x E 9R n V yields x E u6 for some 
ut then XEA~ and x@ 
Ids cev8 for any VE 
ases lead to similar contradictions. 
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Conversely let 8 be a substitution satisfying (l), (2) and (31. We have to show 
At? = 139 or, equivalently, that any b E is contained in A6 TO l319. Let x E 8R r\ K 
If (u, V)E T,(x)E \‘1 x V,v V, x V3v V, x V’, we have UEA and VE B. Thus, XE 
u9 n v9 yields x E A6 n B& If u E T&(x) G V3, we have u E A n B and thus again, 
x~A@nBi% 
Let c E Cl. We have c E A and thus c E A& But c E B9 since c e B9 would obviously 
imply Ta( c) E V, . c E C2 may be treated symmetrically. For c E C3 we have c E A n B 
and thus c E A9 n B9. Cl 
Consequently, for a fixed unifier 8, a variable x E 9R n V may have types con- 
tained in V, x V2 u VI x V, u V, x V, or in V,. We call such a type a variable type. 
Our most general unifiers will introduce for each variable-type a separate variable 
having exactly this type. This may be described by the matrix R1 as shown in Table 
1, where O,, is the n x m all-zero matrix and I, denotes the n x n identity matrix. 
Also notice that the substitution described by this matrix introduces 1 VII 1 V21 + 
1 VII I V,l + I V-,1 I V’( + I a/,1 new variables. 
Table 1. 
v, Y2 v3 
lO...O 
lO...O 
. . 
O...Ol 
O...Ol 
lO...O 
lO...O 
. 
0.. :01 
O...Ol 
Ol V3l.l VII 
II %I Ol hl.l V3l 
. . 
. . 
. . 
b*l 0, WV3l 
Ol V3l.l V2l 
Ol V3l.l %I 
lO...O 
lO...O 
*Iv31 
*I hl 
0, V3l.I V2l II %I 
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Table 2. 
c* 
c2 
A constant c E Co may have variable-types or some additional types. All these 
additional types occur in the substitutions associated with the matrices R2 (see Table 
2), where for i = 1,. . . , IC,l, SU: is a 1 x (I VzI + I &I)-matrix satisfying one of the 
following two conditions: 
(I) v: = (0,. . . , 0) andoi#(O,...,O), 
(2) vi = (0, l . . , 0) and U: has exactly one 1. 
Forj=l,...,ICI 2, wjwj satisfy the corresponding conditions. For k = 1, . . . , IC31, 
ukui is a 1 X(IVJ+lV21) -matrix satisfying one of the following two conditions: 
(1) @k = (0,. l l 9 01, 
(2) u;,=(O,...,O). 
Let M2 be the set of all these R2-matrices. Now we can formulate our main result. 
Theorem 3.4. The set C of substitutions described by the matrices {( RTRT)=; R2 E M2} 
is a set of most general unifiers for A, B. (= denotes the transposition of matrices.) 
Before starting with the proof we state a simple lemma. Let t E TS( z). We call 
u E V, a component of t iff t = u or t=(u,v)or t=(u,u)forsome vEV& 
mma 3.5. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists a t E T,(z) such that u is a component 
(2) ZE l&9. 
oft; 
roof of Theorem 3.4. The correctness of C is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and the 
definitions of RI, R2 respectively. We now consider completeness. Let 9 be a unifier 
of A, B such that 9R n C = Co (see Lemma 3.1). We have to find a o E C and a 
substitution A with 6 = u 0 A. 
(1) We specify c by the following R,-matrix: For c E C, , there exists an x E V2 u V3 
such that c E x8. If c @ V’ 8, let o be the 1 x I V21-matrix having 1 in the columns 
corresponding to th se y E V, that satisfy c E y6 and 0 in the other columns. 
v’=(O,... ,O). If c E V& choose x E V, such that c E x-8. Let v = (0,. . . ,0) and v’ 
be the 1 x I &l-matrix having 1 in the column corresponding to x and 0 otherwise. 
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For c E CZ, ww’ is defined alialogously. For c E C, and T8( c) s V, or Ta( C) s V,, 
we take uu’ such that To(c) = ?a(~). In the other cases let uu’ = (0,. . . , 0). 
(2) Defining a suitable substitution A, let x E alp, T,(x) = {t} and set XA := 
{b ; t E Ta( b) and 6 E 4R). Note that XA = 0 if t does not occur in Ta. 
(3) We have to verify 8 = u 0 A. Obviously, @R = (a 0 h)R. Let u E V,. We show 
that for any b E @R we have (*): b E u8 iff b E WA. Let z E 9R A V and z E ~8. Then, 
by Lemma 3.5, there is a t E Ta(z) such that u is a component of t. Since 8 is a 
unifier, t is a variable-type. Hence there exists an x E uR n V with T,(X) = {t}. But 
u is a component of t, hence x E uo= Now the definition of A yields z E xA and thus 
z E uuh. 
Conversely, let z E @R n V and z E uaA, i.e., z E x/l for some x E UQ n V Note that 
T@(x) = { 6) and u is a component of t. Since z E xA, we have t E T,(z) and therefore 
ZEU& 
Let c E C, and c E ~9. Then u is a component of some t E Ta( c). If t is a 
variable-type, we derive c E uuh as above. If t is not a variable-type, we have 
Ts( c) G V, . In this case the R1-matrix was selected such that TV(c) = Ta( c). This 
yields c E uu and thus c E uuh. Conversely, let c E C, and c E uuh. If c E xA for some 
x E uu A V, we may continue as in the variable case. According to the choice of the 
R2-matrix, c E uu is only possible for c E ~9. 
The case c E C, is treated symmetrically. 
Finally let c E Cs and c E u& Then u is component of some t E T,(c). If t is a 
variable-type, we derive c E uuh as in the variable case. Otherwise Ta(c) c V;: for 
i = 1 or i = 2. Again, the R1-matrix was selected such that Ts( c) = T,(c) and thus 
c E uu which implies c E uuh. Conversely, let c E C, and c E uuh. The case c E xu for 
some x E ulrp n V is handled as in the variable case. c E uu is only possible for c E ~$9. 
This accomplishes our proof of the completeness of C. Finally, we prove minimal- 
ity. Let u1 , a2 E C and u1 G q, i.e., there is a substitution A such that aI = a2 0 A. If 
u1 # u2, the matrices corresponding to u1 and a2 differ at least in one row. Obviously, 
this must be a row indexed by some c E Co. 
Let c E C1 and u E V2 such that c E uq and c ti uu2. The definition of the R2- 
matrices implies c ti ( V, u V&q. But c E uu2 A = uul yields a variable x E a2 R with 
c E xh. The u2-type t of x contains a variable tr E VI u V, as a component and thus 
x E 210~. This yields c E vu2A = vu1 , a contradiction. 
Let u E V,, c E uq and c E uu2. Now, c E uu2 implies c E uu2A = uul l Thus the 
c-rows of u1 and a2 can only be different if for some u, v being different elements 
of V, there is a c E uul and a c E vu2. But then, c E vu2A = uq which contradicts 
the definition of the R2-matrices. 
By reasons of symmetry c E C2 may be treated symmetrically and an argument 
similar to that above yields a contradiction for c E C3. El 
In contrast o other unification problems the size of pUEA R) as well as the 
number of variables introduced by a most general unifier c read easily from 
and recisely speaking, we have the following corollary. 
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. Let Zi=lCil (i=I,2,3) and ki=l&l (i=l,2,3). 
(1) The set plIT&I(A, B) has cardinality 
121 = ((2% - 1) + Z#( (2kl - 1) + r,)‘@l+ 2% - 1)‘3. 
(2) Any most general un$er of A, B introduces kt k2 + k, k3 + k2 k3 + k3 variables. 
. Conclusion 
We have presented an ACI-unification algorithm and proved its correctness and 
termination. However, the enormous number of unifiers produced by this algorithm 
prohibits practical use of the theory. It is surprising, though, that this explosion can 
be tamed by adding more axioms. As has been shown in [5], embedding commutative, 
idempotent monoids into boolaan rings yields a unitary theory. When comparing 
unification in rings with non-idempotent multiplication-the corresponding 
unification problem is undecidable-and unification in boolean rings, the usefulness 
of the idempotence axiom is apparent. Further research along these lines seems 
promising. On the other hand, the idempotence axiom is a major obstacle to 
unification in combinations of equational theories [S, 151. 
The first author has classified all varieties of idempotent semigroups with respect 
to the unification types of their defining sets of identities [2]. The result for 
idempotent commutative monoids was used to show that the theory of idemnotent 
commutative semigroups and related theories are also finitary. It turned out that, 
apart from eight theories, all others are type zero, i.e., there are terms s, t such that 
~LUX(S, t) does not exi?. Among these eight exceptional theories AC1 seems to be 
the only one meaningful to computer scientists. As already mentioned in the 
introduction for idempotent monoids, {x = y} and XI are the only finitary theories. 
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